Numerous multi-objective optimisation evolutionary algorithms have been designed for solving constrained optimisation problems in last two decades. Their idea is to transform a constrained optimisation problem into a multi-objective optimisation problem without inequality and equality constraints and then to apply a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm into solving it. This paper investigates the helper and equivalent objective method for constrained optimisation, in which one objective is equivalent to solving the original constrained problem and other objectives play a helper role. Several new contributions are made in this paper. First, the helper and equivalent objective method is analysed in a rigorous way. It is proven that using helper and equivalent objectives may shorten the expected hitting time of a multi-objective algorithm leaving a local optimum with respect to a single objective algorithm. Secondly, in order to reduce the preference of feasible solutions over infeasible ones, a new equivalent objective function is constructed. Then the multiobjective problem consisting of helper and equivalent objectives is decomposed into several single objective problems using the weighted sum approach. Weights are dynamically adjusted so that each single objective eventually tends to an equivalent objective. At the end, a new multi-objective evolutionary algorithm is designed for constrained optimisation. This algorithm is run on benchmarks in IEEE CEC 2017 and 2018 constrained optimisation competitions. Comparative experiment shows that the proposed algorithm is capable of producing dominating results compared with all algorithms participated in the two competitions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Optimisation problems (OPs) in the real world often contain different types of constraints. A constrained optimisation problem (COP) is formulated in a mathematical form: min f ( x), x = (x 1 , · · · , x n ) ∈ Ω, subject to f I i ( x) ≤ 0, i = 1, · · · , q, f E j ( x) = 0, j = 1, · · · , r,
where Ω is a bounded domain in R n , given by Ω = { x | L i ≤ x i ≤ U i , i = 1, · · · , n}, L i and R i denote lower and upper boundaries respectively. f I i ( x) ≤ 0 is the ith inequality constraint while f E j ( x) = 0 the jth equality constraint. The above COP is always assumed to have at least one solution Manuscript satisfying all constraints (called a feasible solution). Let Ω * denote the set of optimal feasible solution(s).
There exist a variety of evolutionary algorithms (EAs) for solving COPs, which employ different constraint handling methods, such as the penalty function, feasibility rule, repairing infeasible solutions and multi-objective optimisation [1] - [4] . Theses EAs can be divided into two categories for solving COPs: (a) the single-objective category which uses singleobjective EAs (SOEAs), and (b) the multi-objective category which uses multi-objective EAs (MOEAs).
A multi-objective method works by transforming a COP into a multi-objective optimisation problem (MOP) without inequality and equality constraints and then, by applying a MOEA for solving the MOP. It consists of two components: a multi-objective model of COPs and a specific MOEA for solving the MOP. The most popular implementation utilises a bi-objective model [5] , [6] :
where f ( x) is the original objective function and v( x) denotes the degree of constraint violation, with v( x) being defined as the sum of constraint violation degrees:
The first part in the formula is the sum of the degree of violating an inequality constraint, given by v I i ( x) = max{0, f I i ( x)}, i = 1, · · · , q.
The second part is the sum of the degree of violating an equal constraint, given by v E j ( x) = max{0, |f E j ( x)| − δ}, j = 1, · · · , r, (5) where δ is a tolerance allowed for the equality constraint. The bi-objective model (2) is a two-helper objective model because the optimal solution set to min f or to min v is not equivalent to that to the COP (1) . Even the Pareto optimal set to min(f, v) is not equivalent to that to the COP (1) .
Numerous MOEAs for solving COPs have been proposed over the last two decades and many experimental results have demonstrated the efficiency of the multi-objective approach [4] . Intuitively, the more objectives an OP has, the more difficult the OP is to resolve. Thus, an important theoretical question is why and when a mutil-objective method could be superior to a single objective method. So far few theoretical analyses have been reported for answering this question.
In fact, all EAs participated in the latest CEC 2017 and 2018 constrained optimisation competitions do not use multiobjective optimisation. The CEC 2017 benchmarks include 50 and 100 dimensional functions. Such high dimensional problems are hard for Pareto ranking-based MOEAs to solve due to complex Pareto solution sets in the MOP (2) . A recent experiment [7] reported that MOEAs based on Pareto ranking performed worse than the best SOEAs in the CEC 2017 and 2018 competitions on higher dimensional problems although one MOEA performs very well on lower dimensional problems. Thus, it is worth considering decomposition-based MOEAs and investigating whether they are able to outperform those state-of-art SOEAs.
Inspired by the above observation, this paper investigates the helper and equivalent objective method for solving COPs. Different from the conventional MOP mechanism (2), it is to transform a COP into a MOP first, in which one objective is equivalent to solving the original COP (1) whilst the other objectives play a helper role. The main contributions of this paper are summarised as follows. 1) To determine when the helper and equivalent objective method would be superior over the single objective method, a rigorous analysis is made in this paper. Under a mild condition, it is proven that using helper and equivalent objectives helps shorten the expected hitting time of a MOEA escaping from a local optimum with regards to a given SOEA. To the best of our knowledge, this may be the first theoretical work to show the strengths of MOEAs in performing COPs. 2) To design an efficient MOEA capable of competing against the state-of-the-art SOEAs, a new equivalent objective is constructed which reduces the potential adverse impact of preferring feasible solutions over infeasible ones. A decomposition-based MOEA is devised by following a weighted sum approach, with the weights being adjusted dynamically so that each subproblem tends to a SOP equivalent to the original COP. The paper is organised as follows: Section II provides a review of relevant literature. Section III analyses the general work on the helper and equivalent objective method for COPs. Section IV presents a new helper and equivalent objective model. Section V designs a MOEA with helper and equivalent objectives. Section VI reports experiments and discusses experimental results. Section VII concludes the work.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The idea of applying MOEAs to COPs has attracted much interest over the last two decades [2]- [4] . In late 1990s, Surry and Radcliff [5] proposed constrained optimisation with multiobjective genetic algorithms. They considered a COP from a dual perspective, as a constraint satisfaction problem and an unconstrained optimisation problem. Coello [8] introduced the concept of non-dominance to convert constraints into the fitness function of a genetic algorithm. Feasible individuals are ranked higher than infeasible ones, while infeasible individuals with a lower degree of constraint violation is ranked higher than those with a higher degree. Zhou et al. [6] developed a method that transforms a COP into a two-objective optimisation model, involving the original objective function and the degree function that violates the constraints. Then, they devised a real-coded genetic algorithm based on Pareto strength and Minimal Generation Gap model to solve the resulting two-objective model.
Also for solving COPs, Venkatraman and Yen [9] put forward a two-phase genetic algorithm framework. In the first phase, a COP is treated as a constraint satisfaction problem. In the second phase, a COP is treated as a biobjective optimisation problem with the simultaneous optimisation of the objective function and the satisfaction level of the constraints. From this the Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) is used to resolve the problem. Cai and Wang [10] , [11] combined multi-objective optimisation with differential evolution (CMODE) to solve COPs, based on the exploitation of a two-objective model. The search is guided by a mechanism that implements infeasible solution archiving and replacement. Furthermore, they provided a dynamic hybrid framework [12] , involving both global search and local search.
Recently, Zeng et al. [13] converted a COP into an equivalent dynamic constrained multi-objective optimisation problem (DCMOP) with three objectives: the original objective, a constraint-violation objective, and a niche-count objective. Peng et al. [14] used biased dynamic weights for selecting different individuals with low objective values and low degree of constraint violations. Biased weights are adjusted dynamically in order to force the search to a promising feasible region, while keeping a balance between the convergence and the diversity of the population. Wang et al. [15] made use of decomposition-based MOEAs to solve constrained optimisation problems (COPs). In their method, a COP is transformed into a biobjective optimisation problem (BOP). Afterwards, the transformed BOP is decomposed into a number of scalar optimisation subproblems. Having generated an offspring for each subproblem by differential evolution, the mechanism based on weighted sum s utilised for selection.
Most existing MOEAs utilise the two-helper objective optimisation model (2) [4] . The work presented in this paper focuses on the helper and equivalent objective model, this differs from the model 2). The benefit of using such an innovative model entails the development of a rigorous theory for showing the superiority of MOEAs over SOEAs.
As shown in [15] , decomposition-based MOEAs might be more suitable for solving COPs than MOEAs using Pareto ranking. This is because the task of a COP is to find the optimal feasible solution rather than the entire Pareto-front in a converted MOP. Different from [15] that uses the Chebyshev approach, this research adopts the weighted sum approach in which weights can be adjusted dynamically so that each single objective converges to an equivalent objective.
III. A THEORY OF THE HELPER AND EQUIVALENT OBJECTIVE METHOD FOR CONSTRAINED OPTIMISATION

A. Basic Definitions and Notation
Let f ( x) = (f 1 ( x), · · · , f k ( x)) be a scalar function (where k = 1) or a vector-valued function (where k > 1). Consider an OP with bounded constraints:
where Ω = { x | x i ∈ [L 1 , R i ]} ⊂ R n . If k > 1, the OP is a MOP. If k = 1, the OP degenerates into a SOP.
Based on the domination relationship, the non-dominated set and Pareto optimal set are defined as follows.
Definition 2: For the OP (6), a set S ⊂ S ′ is called a nondominated set in the set S ′ if and only if ∀ x ∈ S, ∀ y ∈ S ′ , x is not dominated by y. A set P O is called a Pareto optimal set if and only if it is a non-dominated set in Ω. The Pareto front
Let d( x, y) be Euclidean distance between x and y. The distance between two sets S and S ′ is given by
Definition 3: The δ-neighbour of a set S is the closed set
Local and global optimal solution sets to the OP (6) are defined as follows.
Definition 4: For the OP (6), a set S is called optimal if and only if ∃δ
S is a non-dominated set in N δ (S). Furthermore, the Pareto optimal set is called global optimal. Any other optimal set is called local optimal.
MOEAs are often based on domination selection which selects non-dominated solution(s) within a population. In singleobjective optimisation, domination selection is commonly called elitist selection. A domination-based EA (covering both SOEAs and MOEAs) is described in Algorithm 1. T max is the maximum number of generations. The population size |P t | is changeable so that P t is able to contain all found nondominated solutions.
Algorithm 1 A conceptual EA with domination selection 1: parents P 0 ← initialise a population of solutions; 2: for t = 0, · · · , T max do 3:
children C t ← generate a population of solutions from P t in a probabilistic way; 4: parents P t+1 ← select non-dominated solutions P t ∪C t under the function f ( x); 5: end for Given a target set, the hitting time is the number of generations for an EA to reach the set. The expected hitting time of an EA from one set to another is defined as follows.
Definition 5: Given two sets S 1 and S 2 in Ω, set P 0 = S 1 . The expected hitting time of an EA from S 1 to S 2 is
where S denotes the complement set of set S.
From the definition, it is straightforward to derive a lemma for comparing the hitting time of two EAs.
Lemma 1: Let {P t ; t = 0, 1, · · · } and {P ′ t ; t = 0, 1, · · · } be two sequences and S 1 and S 2 two sets in Ω. Set P 0 = S 1 and P ′ 0 = S 1 . If for any t,
then T (S 2 | S 1 ) ≥ T ′ (S 2 | S 1 ). Furthermore, if the inequality (9) holds strictly for some t, then T (S 2 | S 1 ) > T ′ (S 2 | S 1 ). Also, the expected hitting times of EAs can be estimated by drift analysis [16] . Definition 6: Given a set S, let d(X) be a non-negative function such that d(X) = 0 for any non-optimal population X ⊂ S. For the sequence {P t ; t = 0, 1, · · · }, the drift at P t = X towards the set S is
the average drift at the tth generation is
Lemma 2: [17, Theorem 3] Given two sets S 1 and S 2 , let {P t ; t = 0, 1, · · · } be a population sequences such that P 0 = S 1 . If for any t such that Pr(P t ⊂ S 2 ) > 0, the average drift∆ t ≤ 1, then the expected hitting time
B. A Theory of the Helper and Equivalent Objective Method
For the sake of analysis, the search space Ω is simply regarded as a finite set. Under this assumption, the probability at a single point Pr(P t = x) is meaningful. Otherwise, Pr(P t = x) = 0 in a continuous space and it has to be replaced by Pr(P t ∈ N δ ( x)) > 0 for a neighbour N δ ( x) whose Lebesgue measurement is not zero. This simplification is reasonable because any computer can only represent a finite set of real numbers subject to a precision.
Objectives used in MOEAs for COPs can be classified into two types: helper and equivalent objectives.
Definition 7: Given a COP (1), a scalar function g( x) is called an equivalent objective function if and only if the optimal solution set to min g( x) equals to the set Ω * where Ω * is the optimal solution set to the COP (1). Otherwise it is called a helper objective function.
Many single-object methods for the COP (1), such as the death penalty method and the feasible rule [18] , aims at minimising an equivalent objective function e( x) without inequality and equality constraints. The COP (1) can be transformed into a single-objective optimisation problem (SOP in short) with bounded constraints.
min e( x),
x ∈ Ω,
whose optimal solution set is identical to Ω * . Perhaps the simplest equivalent function is the death penalty function.
where Ω I denote feasible solutions and Ω F infeasible ones.
The original objective function f ( x) is a helper function because the optimal solution(s) to min f ( x) is usually infeasible. The violation degree v( x) is also a helper function because the optimal solution(s) to min v( x) are all feasible solutions. Hence, the MOP (2) is a two helper objective model. This paper considers a special multi-objective method which is to transform the COP (1) into a special MOP without inequality and equality constraints.
where e( x) is an equivalent function and h 1 ( x), · · · , h k ( x) helper functions. This MOP is called helper and equivalent objective optimisation problem (HEOP in short). Different from the MOP (2) and other MOPs, the goal of a HEOP is to find the optimal solution(s) to min e( x) while other objectives only play a helper role. Therefore, it is not necessary to generate solutions evenly spreading on the Pareto front. Now we compare a SOEA for solving the SOP (12) and a MOEA for solving the HEOP (14) . In order to make a fair comparison, a natural assumption is that both EAs use domination-based selection and identical search operator(s).
The main purpose of using MOEAs is to tackle hard problems facing SOEAs. Obviously it is unnecessary to apply a MOEA for solving a COP which is easy to resolve with a SOEA. Yet, what kind of problems are hard to a SOEA? According to [19] , [20] , the "wide-gap" problem is hard to a SOEA. Given a SOEA, the "gap" between a local optimum and the better fitness levels is defined as follows.
Definition 8: Given a scalar function e( x), let S be a local optimal set to min e( x). Denote D S := { x; e( x) < e(S)} where e(S) := e( x), x ∈ S. The expected hitting time T (D S | S) of an EA is called the gap width between a local optimum and the better fitness levels. If T (D S | S) is an exponential function of the dimension n, then there is a wide gap between S and D S .
The following theorem shows that under a mild condition, the helper and equivalent objective method can shorten the hitting time T (D S | S) over the gap between S and D S .
Theorem 1: Given a SOEA for solving the SOP (12) and a MOEA for solving the HEOP (14) using domination-based selection and identical search operator(s), let S be a local optimal set of e( x) and D S := { x; e( x) < e(S)}. Set P 0 = S. If the SOEA and MOEA satisfy the following condition:
g(S) and x i are different. In the MOEA, consider the oneto-many mapping X t → X ′ t = ( x 1 , · · · , x m , ♯) where ♯ / ∈ D S could be an empty value ∅ or finite appropriate non-dominated solutions under the vector-valued function (e, h 1 , · · · , h k ). For any t,
And for some t, the inequality (15) holds strictly. Then the expected hitting time T (D S | S) > T ′ (D S | S).
Proof: Notice that
From Conditions (15) , it follows that for any t,
and for some t,
Theorem 1 provides a sufficient condition that the helper and equivalent objective method can be superior to the singleobjective method. Condition (15) is natural and mild. The event of P ′ t = ( x 1 , · · · , x m , ♯) requires x 1 , · · · , x m such that e( x i ) = e(S) and also ♯ / ∈ D S . The probability of this event happening is smaller than than that of the event P t = ( x 1 , · · · , x m ), because the latter only requires x 1 , · · · , x m to satisfy that e( x i ) = e(S). Thus,
This theorem is explained intuitively as follows. A SOEA can be regarded as one-dimension search along the e direction in the objective space. A MOEA can be regarded as multi-dimensional search along (e, h 1 , · · · , h k ) directions. The function e is the main direction while other functions h i are auxiliary directions. If a wide gap exists in the e direction, the MOEA may bypass the gap through another direction h i . Theorem 1 shows a qualitative comparison of the hitting time. In order to make a quantitative comparison, it is necessary to employ more powerful tools such as average drift analysis [17] . In fact, drift analysis provides an alternative proof of Theorem 1 but under a stronger condition.
Theorem 2: Under the same condition as Theorem 1, further assume that both sequences {P t ; t = 0, 1, · · · } and {P ′ t ; t = 0, 1, · · · } are homogeneous Markov chains. Then the expected hitting time T (D S | S) > T ′ (D S | S).
Proof: In drift analysis, set d(X) = T (D S | X) which is the expected hitting time of the SOEA. For the SOEA, according to Lemma 3 in [21] , its drift ∆ t (X) = 1 at any t and any X ∈ D S , then its average drift∆ t = 1.
For the MOEA, its average drift equals tō
From Condition (15) , it follows that for any X ⊂ D S ,
Thus,∆ ′ t ≥∆ t = 1 for any t and∆ ′ t >∆ t = 1 for some t.
However, Theorems 1 and 2 are inapplicable to the two helper objective model (2) because the one-to-many mapping in Theorem 1 cannot be established.
C. A Case Study of Theorem 1
Consider a COP with one inequality constraint.
The optimal solution is at x = 50. The feasible region is
and the infeasible region is
First, we consider a single-objective method which transforms the COP (20) into a SOP using the feasible rule:
, if x ∈ Ω I . A SOEA for solving the above SOP employs dominationbased selection and Gaussian mutation:
where x is the parent and y its child. N (0, 1) is a random variable obeying Gaussian probability distribution. Secondly, we consider a helper and equivalent objective method which transforms the COP (20) into a HEOP:
A MOEA for solving the above HEOP employs dominationbased selection and Gaussian mutation too. It is must be pointed out that domination-based selection in MOEA is different from that in SOEA, but Gaussian mutation is identical.
For both SOEA and MOEA, set the initial population P 0 = 250. Let S = {250} and then D S = [50, 150]. The population size |P t | is changeable.
Consider the event P 0 / ∈ D S , · · · , P t / ∈ D S . Let's analyse the probability of this event happening.
For the SOEA, let C 0 = ♯ / ∈ D S be the child of P 0 = 250 after mutation. If ♯ = 250, then e(♯) < e(250) and it will not be accepted. Thus P 1 = 250. The probability of P 1 = 250 happening is p(250) := 1−Pr m (250 → D S ) where Pr m (x → A) denotes the mutation transition probability from x to A. Repeating this procedure, we get for any t
For the MOEA, let C ′ 0 = ♯ / ∈ D S be the child of P ′ 0 = 250 after mutation. There are two cases.
1) ♯ ∈ [0, 50), (150, 250). Because f (♯) < f (250) and ♯ a non-dominated solution in terms of f , it will be accepted. At the same time, 250 will be kept because it is a non-dominated solution in terms of e. In this case, P ′ 1 = {250, ♯}. 2) If ♯ = 250, then simply P ′ 1 = 250. Let ♯ represent an empty value, then P ′ 1 = {250, ♯}. The probability of the event P ′ 1 = {250, ♯} happening is p(250), the same as that in SOEA.
When t = 2, there are two cases.
1) P 1 = 250. We follow the same discussion as above and get
where ♯ is an appropriate non-dominated solution or an empty value. 2) P 1 = {250, ♯} for an appropriate non-dominated solution ♯. Because the mutation transition probability Pr m (♯ → D S ) > 0, we get
. (27) Here, the first ♯ might be different from the second one. Combining the above two cases, we have
Repeating this procedure, we get
Comparing (25) and (29), we have for all t,
where X t = 250 and X ′ t = {250, ♯}. The inequality is strict from t = 2. According to Theorem 1, the expected hitting time T (S) > T ′ (S).
IV. A NEW HELPER AND EQUIVALENT OBJECTIVE MODEL FOR CONSTRAINED OPTIMISATION
A. A Novel Equivalent Objective Function
In practice, it is more convenient to construct an equivalent function e( x) whose definition domain is restricted within a population, rather than the whole search space. Thus, the definition of equivalent functions is modified as follows.
Definition 9: For a COP of the form in (1) and a population P such that Ω * ∩ P = ∅, let g( x) be a scalar function whose definition domain is P . It is called an equivalent objective function if and only if the optimal solution set to min g( x) equals to Ω * ∩ P . Otherwise it is called a helper objective function.
The modified helper and equivalent objective method is to transform the COP (1) into a sequence of HEOPs and then to apply a MOEA to solving them.
where
is an equivalent function and h 1 ( x), · · · , h k ( x) are helper functions. There are different ways to construct an equivalent function within a population. Let's look at the example of the feasible rule [18] which is described as follows.
1) Given two feasible solutions, the one with a smaller f value is better than that with a larger f value; 2) Given one feasible solution and one infeasible solution, the feasible solution is better than the infeasible solution; 3) Given two infeasible solutions, the one with smaller constraint violation is better than that with larger constraint violation.
Given a population P , for x ∈ P , define
However, the above e( x) has a shortcoming: a feasible solution always dominates any infeasible one.
To reduce the effect of such heavily imposed preference of feasible solutions, a new equivalent function is constructed. Given a population P , let x * (P ) be the best solution in P which is
and letẽ(
For any x ∈ P , define
where w 1 > 0, w 2 > 0 are weights. Theorem 3:
The function e( x) given by (35) is an equivalent objective function for any weights w 1 > 0, w 2 > 0.
Proof: Let P be a population such that Ω * ∩ P = ∅. For any x * ∈ S * ∩ P , x * is the optimal feasible solution, so e( x * ) = 0. For any non-optimal feasible solution x ∈ P ,
Given an infeasible solution x and a feasible solution y, if
then according to (35) , the infeasible solution is better than the feasible solution in terms of e. This feature is helpful in searching the infeasible region. From the above, the COP (1) is transformed to a HEOP without inequality and equality constraints:
B. Combination of Helper and Equivalent Objectives
Instead of solving the HEOP (36) as a MOP, it is decomposed into several SOPs. Decomposition-based MOEAs have been proven to be efficient in solving MOPs [22] , [23] . However, the decomposition mechanism proposed herein differs from that employed in traditional MOEAs for MOPs. This is because the goal of a HEOP is to find the optimal solutions to the equivalent objective, rather than those spreading evenly on the Pareto front. In fact, most Pareto optimal solutions to a HEOP of the form in (36) are infeasible and offer little use to finding the solutions to the original COP.
The decomposition method in the present work adopts the weighted sum approach, adding the helper objective onto the equivalent objectives such that
where w i > 0 are weights. The weighted sum approach was also adopted in [24] but on the two functions f and v only.
Since the ranges ofẽ, h and v may be significantly different, one of them may play a dominant role in the weighted sum. It is therefore, helpful to normalise the values of each function to [0, 1] so that none of them dominates others in the sum. The min-max normalisation method is adopted. Given a population P , a function g( x) is normalised to [0, 1] bŷ
Hereafter, unless otherwise stated, it is presumed thatẽ, v and f have all been normalised. The HEOP (36) is transformed into a group of SOPs by assigning λ tuples of weights (w 1i , w 2i , w 3i ).
As the goal of a HEOP is to find the optimal solution to min e( x), the weights are chosen dynamically over generations so that each f i ( x) eventually converges to an equivalent objective function. Thus, according to Theorem 3, a quality choice of (w 1i,t , w 2i,t , w 3i,t ) should satisfy the following condition. Algorithm 2 A conceptual decomposition-based EA 1: parents P 0 ← initialise a population of solutions; 2: for t = 0, · · · , T max do 3: children C t ← generate a population of solutions from P t in a probabilistic way; 4: parents P t+1 ← select the optimal solution(s) to arg min f i ( x), x ∈ P t ∪ C t for i = 1, · · · , λ; 5: adjust weights; 6: end for Then a decomposition-based EA (Algorithm 2) is applied for minimising λ scalar functions in (39) . This EA utilises a simplified domination selection, which selects the optimal solution(s) to arg min f i ( x), x ∈ P t ∪ C t for each scalar function f i . Unlike domination selection based on Pareto ranking, it doesn't select all non-dominated solutions with respect to f 1 , · · · , f λ .
V. A NEW MOEA WITH HELPER AND EQUIVALENT OBJECTIVES FOR CONSTRAINT OPTIMISATION
A. The Framework of HECO-DE algorithm
In this section, a specific MOEA is designed for solving the MOP (39) . Because the algorithm uses helper and equivalent objectives and different evolution (DE) for solving constrained optimisation problems, it is named the HECO-DE algorithm or HECO-DE in short. Theorem 1 claims that given a SOEA for solving a SOP defined by (12) and a MOEA for dealing with a HEOP by (14) , if both utilise domination-based selection and identical search operator(s), then the helper and equivalent objective method helps shorten the expected hitting time of the MOEA while escaping from the local optima which may exist in the SOEA. Guided by this theory, HECO-DE is designed using different evolution (DE) operators similar to 
Randomly select λ individuals (denoted by Q) from P t and then set P t ← P t − Q; 10: for x i in Q, i = 1, . . . , λ do 11: Choose strategy k with probability q k and generate F k and CR k with respective circle memories; 12: Generate a trail vector y i ; 13: Evaluate f ( y i ) and v( y i );
14:
Q ′ ← Q ∪ { y i }; 15: Normaliseẽ( x), f ( x) and v( x) in Q ′ ; 16 :
Save F k and CR k into respective S F k and S CR k ; 20: Increase respective count of successful trial points and increase n k (for competition of strategies); 21: Insert x i into archive A and insert y i into children C; 22: end if 23: end for 24: P t+1 ← P t ∪ C; 25: if |A| > N A then Update circle memories; 29: Recompute size of population P t+1 ; 30: if N t+1 < N t then 31: Remove superfluous points from population P t+1 ; 32: end if 33: end while Output: the best individual x ∈ P t+1 . those exploited in LSHADE44 [25] and iL-SHADE [26] . These include the utilisation of two DE mutation and two DE crossover operators, examination of competing strategies, adaptation of F and CR parameters using four pairs of historical circle memories, and investigation of linearly decreasing the population size. Note however, that HECO-DE is a decomposition-based MOEA which utilises objective decomposition and dynamical adjustment of weights. Its constraint handling and domination-based selection are completely different from LSHADE44 [25] and iL-SHADE [26] .
The procedure of HECO-DE is shown in Algorithm 3. In Lines 1-2, a number of parameters are initialised, including: the initial (N P init ) and minimum size (N P min ) of population P t , allowed maximum number of fitness evaluations (F ES max ), circle memories for DE parameters adaptation, probabilities of four different DE strategies, and external archive A. In Lines 3, population P t is randomly generated in the decision space denoted by [L i , U i ], 1 ≤ i ≤ n. In Lines 4-5, for each individual in P t , the objective value f ( x) and constraint violation v( x) is evaluated. Thus, the number of fitness evaluations (F ES) is initially set to N P init , and the index of current generation (t) is initialised to 0.
Lines 6-39 of the algorithm are its main part within a while loop. Firstly, in Line 7, all sets S F k and S CR k , k = 1, 2, 3, 4, which preserve successful F k and CR k are set to ∅, where subscript k denotes the index of the selected strategy. The new generation of set Q denoted as C is also set to ∅. Then, in Line 8, λ individuals (of set Q) are randomly chosen from P t . In Lines 10-15, for each individual in P t , a DE strategy is determined by its probability q k . The parameters F k and CR k of the DE are generated from respective circle memories. A child y i is produced after mutation and crossover operations, and f ( y i ) and v( y i ) are subsequently evaluated. Append y i to the population Q, resulting in a new population of size λ + 1, denoted as Q ′ . From this, in Lines 16-23, values of normalised e, v, and f in Q ′ are calculated. After that, calculate f i ( y i ) and f i ( x i ) according to Eqn. (39) . If f i ( y i ) < f i ( x i ), store the absolute difference between function values, save F k and CR k into respective sets S F k and S CR k , increase respective count of successful trial points, increase n k , k = 1, 2, 3, 4 for competition of strategies, insert x i into external archive A, and insert y i into children set (C). Afterwards, in Lines 24-33 put back individuals from C to P t and randomly delete a sufficient number of individuals from the archive A to ensure the archive size remaining invariant. Then, circle Memories are updated. In the end of the generation, the population size of P t+1 is also linearly decreased so that superfluous individuals with worst performance are removed. The main processes in the algorithm are explained in detail in next subsections.
B. Mechanism of Competition
Tvrdík [27] , [28] proposed a mechanism for the use of competition of strategies to create trial points. Given K different strategies, the kth strategy is chosen subject to a probability q k , k = 1, 2, . . . , K. All q k are initially set to the same value, i.e., q k = 1/K. Then, the probability distribution (q 1 , · · · , q K ) is adapted according to their success counts as relative frequencies as per Eqn. (41) :
where n k is the count of the kth strategys successes, and n 0 > 0 is a constant. The kth strategy is considered successful if a generated trial point y is better than the original point x. The parameter n 0 > 1 prevents a dramatic change in q k by one random successful use of the kth strategy. To avoid degeneration of q k during the search process, the value of all q k , k = 1, · · · , K are reset to q k = 1/K if n k > n max or q k decreases below a prescribed threshold δ > 0.
C. Four Search Strategies
There are two mutation operators and two crossover operators in HECO-DE. The combination of one mutation operator and one crossover operator forms a DE strategy. Thus, four different DE strategy combinations can be produced. Given an individual, a DE strategy is selected in a probabilistic way for generating a trial point. This makes the algorithm more efficient and robust.
The first mutation operator considered is the Current-topbest/1 mutation (42) as proposed in JADE [29] .
where x i,t (i = 1, 2, . . . , λ) is the target solution in the generation t; x pbest,t is randomly chosen as one of the top 100p% of the population Q with p ∈ (0, 1]; r 1 , r 2 are different integer labels uniformly chosen from the set {i = 1, . . . , λ}; x r1,t is the point randomly selected from Q and x r2,t is randomly selected from Q∪A; F k (k = 1, · · · , K) is the mutation factor, and the subscript k denotes the selected strategy.
The second mutation strategy employed is the randrl/1 mutation (44) [30] . It is a modification of the most popular rand/1 mutation (43):
Mutation rand/1 computes a mutant vector from x r1,t , x r2,t and x r3,t which are randomly chosen points from the subpopulation Q. These three points are mutually distinct and different from x i,t . The parameters r 1 , r 2 , r 3 are different integer labels uniformly chosen from the set {i = 1, . . . , λ}. Similar to the rand/1 mutation, randr1/1 also randomly chooses such three points with x r * 1 ,t being the tournament best among x r1,t , x r2,t and x r3,t , x r * 2 ,t and x r * 3 ,t being the rest points. F k (k = 1, · · · , K) is the mutation factor. Kaelo and Ali [30] tested the randrl/1 mutation on a set of 50 difficult benchmark problems, with the results indicating that the use of this strategy speeds up the search by 30% without significant decreasing the reliability as compared to searching with the original mutation operator.
Note that both aforementioned mutation strategies are concerned with the rank of points in the subpopulation Q, or in the triplet (x r1,t , x r2,t , x r3,t ). To reflect this the feasible rule is adopted to rank the points.
There are also two crossover strategies employed in HECO-DE: binomial crossover and exponential crossover. The binomial crossover combines coordinates of x i,t = (x i,1,t , . . . , x i,D,t ) with coordinates of mutant u i,t = (u i,1,t , . . . , u i,D,t ) into a trial point y i,t = (y i,1,t , . . . , y i,D,t ) according to Eqn. (45) below:
where the index j rand is a randomly chosen integer within the range [1, D] ; rand j (0, 1) is the jth evaluation of a uniform random number generator; and CR k ∈ [0, 1] (k = 1, · · · , K) is the crossover control parameter.
The exponential crossover operator [31] combines the coordinates of an original point x i,j,t with the coordinates of the mutant u i,j,t into a trial point y i,j,t according to Eqn. (46):
where D denotes a modulo function with modulus D, l is the starting integer number randomly chosen from [0, D − 1], and the integer L is drawn from [0, D − l − 1] with the probability
D. Domination Selection
For each point x i in subpopulation Q, its trail point y i is appended into Q, then a new subpopulation Q ′ is generated whose size is λ + 1. Let x * (Q ′ ) be the best solution in Q ′ which is
For any x i ∈ Q ′ , calculate the value of f i ( x) as follows:
where w 1i , w 2i , w 3i are the weights in integrating the values ofẽ, v and f which are themselves normalised within the subpopulation Q ′ . Thus, the comparison between each point x i and its trail point y i is determined by f i (x). x i will never be replaced if it is the best in population P .
E. Dynamic Adjustment of Weights
The weights w 1i , w 2i , w 3i are adjusted according to the condition (40) , that is Set w ji,0 = i λ , for j = 1, 2, 3, i = 1, · · · , λ. Weight w 1i,t is adjusted by
where T max represents the maximum count of generations in the evolutionary process and L is an empirically set large number such as 100.
Let l(t) be a logistic function from 0 to 1:
with µ ∈ (0, 1). Then, the weights w 2i,t and w 3i,t are given by
F. Archive and its Updating
An external archive A is used in the mutation strategy of (42) for maintaining population diversity. A parent vector x i,t is preserved if it is worse than the trial vector y i,t . In Eqn. (42), x r2,t is selected from P ∪ A. If the size of the archive A exceeds the maximum size N A , then its elements are randomly removed from A.
G. Historical Circle Memories
Successful values of the parameters F k and CR k , k = 1, 2, 3, 4, are preserved into four independent historical memories. At the same time, F k and CR k are adapted in each generation based on their correspondent historical memories. Since there are four DE strategies, four pairs of historical circle memories (M F k and M C,k , k = 1, 2, 3, 4) are employed for the adaptation of F k and CR k . As suggested in [26] , all circle memories are devised as of the same size, H, and one of them contains values that are fixed. This entry is not updated. All historical memories in M F k are initialised to 0.5, and those memories in M CR k are initialised to 0.8. The fixed constant value in the set M F k and M CR k are set to 0.5 and 0.9, respectively. In so doing, a trial vector has a higher probability of creating components from a mutant vector if the value of CR k is higher.
For combined strategy k, the successful values of the parameters F k and CR k are stored into two separate sets S F k and S CR k during each generation. At the beginning of a certain generation, all sets S F k and S CR k are reset to the initial value ∅. Each pair of memories has its pointer h, which is set to 1 initially and increased by 1 after each updating. If h > H, then reset h to 1. After each generation, for every one of the four pairs of memories M F k and M CR k , their h th members are adapted according to the following formulas:
where M ean W L (S F k ) and M ean W L (S CR k ) are the weighted Lehmer mean, computed using the formula below.
where f i takes the value of the function (48). The amount of fitness improvement △f i,k,h is used in order to influence the parameter adaptation (according to [32] ). If the old point x t is replaced by the new trail point y t , then △f i,k,h takes the absolute difference value between f i ( y t ) and f i ( x t ).
The control parameters F k and CR k are generated by randomly selecting an index r i from [1, H] . The randomly selected pair of values are denoted by µ F k and µ CR k . The value of F k is generated from a Cauchy distribution with the parameters of (µ F k , 0.1), and CR k is a random number from the Gauss distribution with the parameters of (µ CR k , 0.1).
Here, CR k is truncated into interval [0, 1]. F k is regenerated until it is bigger than zero, and if it is higher than 1, it is set to one. As suggested in [26] , very high values of F k and low values of CR k are not allowed in an early stage of the evolutionary process, particularly, F k and CR k are restricted such that CR k,t = max(CR k,t , 0.5), if l(t) < 0. 25 (58) CR k,t = max(CR k,t , 0.25), if 0.25 ≤ l(t) < 0.5 (59)
where the current and maximum generation is denoted as t and T max , respectively.
H. Mechanism of Decreasing Population Size
A mechanism is used to linearly decrease the population size as the number of generations increases [33] . The number of the generations t increases from the initial value N init to the final value N min if the maximal number of generations T max is reached. After each generation, a new size of population P t+1 is computed as follows:
Note that N min is set to the smallest possible value so that evolutionary operators can be applied, in this paper, N min = λ. Whenever N t+1 < N t , the N t −N t+1 worst ranked individuals are deleted from the population.
VI. COMPARATIVE EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. Experimental Settings
In order to demonstrate the capability of HECO-DE, it is tested on 28 benchmarks in CEC 2017 and 2018 competitions in constrained optimisation functions [34] . The detail of these 28 problems are listed in the appendix. Tests were carried out on benchmarks where the decision space dimension D = 10, 30, 50 and 100. The notation D is adopted in CEC competitions for the dimension n in R n .
The parameters of HECO-DE are set as follows:
• the initial and minimum size of population P t , N init = 12D, N min = λ, where D denotes the the dimension of an optimisation problem; • the size of population Q, λ = 9; • in current-to-pbest/1 mutation, the probability p = 0.11; • in strategy competition, n 0 = 2, n max = 100, K = 4, δ = 1/(5 × K) = 1/20; • the size of historical memories: H = 5;
• the maximum size of archive A: N A = 2.6|P t | where |P t | is the current size of P t .
As suggested in the evaluation criteria for the CEC 2017 and 2018 competitions (on constrained optimisation [34] ), 25 independent runs of HECO-DE are taken on each problem and dimension respectively. The maximum number of function evaluations is set to F ES max = 20000D.
B. Description of EAs in CEC 2017 and 2018 Competitions
• CAL-SHADE: Success-History based Adaptive Differential Evolution Algorithm including liner population size reduction, enhanced with adaptive constraint violation handling, i.e. adaptive ǫ-constraint handling. • LSHADE+IDE: A simple framework for cooperation of two advanced adaptive DE variants. The search process is divided into two stages: (1) search feasible solutions via minimizing the mean violation and stopped if a number of feasible solutions are found. (2) minimize the function value until the stop condition is reached. • LSHADE44: Success-History based Adaptive Differential Evolution Algorithm including liner population size reduction, uses three different additional strategies compete, with superiority of feasible (SOF) solutions method [18] . • UDE: Uses three trial vector generation strategies and two parameter settings. At each generation, UDE divides the current population into two sub-populations. In the first population, UDE employs all the three trial vector generation strategies on each target vector. For another one, UDE employs strategy adaption from learning experience from evolution in first population.
• MA-ES: Combines the Matrix Adaptation Evolution
Strategy for unconstrained optimization with well-known constraint handling techniques. It handles box-constraints by reflecting exceeding components into the predefined box. Additional in-/equality constraints are dealt with by application of two constraint handling techniques: ǫlevel ordering and a repair step that is based on gradient approximation. • IUDE: An improved version of UDE [35] . Different from UDE, local search and duplication operators have been removed, it employs a combination of ǫ-constraint handling technique [36] and superiority of feasible (SOF) solutions method [18] . • LSHADE-IEpsilon: An improved ǫ-constrained handling method (IEpsilon) for solving constrained singleobjective optimization problems. The IEpsilon method adaptively adjusts the value of ǫ according to the proportion of feasible solutions in the current population. Furthermore, a new mutation operator DE/randr1*/1 is proposed.
C. Description of 28 benchmarks in CEC 2017 and 2018 Competitions
The 28 benchmarks are listed in Table I .
D. Comparative Experiment Results
In order to systematically evaluate the performance of HECO-DE, it is compared with all EAs tested in the CEC 2017 and CEC 2018 competitions that are concerned with constrained optimisation. These include: CAL-SHADE [37] , LSHADE44+IDE [38] , LSHADE44 [39] , UDE [35] , MA-ES [40] , IUDE [41] and LSHADE-IEpsilon [42] .
The rules of ranking algorithms follow the CEC 2017 and 2018 competitions, which are listed below: 1) The procedure for ranking algorithms that is based on mean values: a) First, rank algorithms based on feasibility rate; b) Then, rank algorithms according to the amounts of mean violation; c) Last, rank algorithms in terms of mean objective function value.
2) The procedure for ranking algorithms that is based on the median solutions: a) First, prefer a feasible solution to an infeasible solution; b) Then, rank feasible solutions based on their objective function values; c) Last, rank infeasible solutions according to the amounts of constraint violation. According to the above ranking rules, HECO-DE and all EAs that participated in the CEC 2017 and CEC 2018 competitions are ranked on the experimental results against the use of 28 benchmarks under 10D, 30D, 50D and 100D, in terms of the mean and median values of the final solutions. As with the literature, it is meaningless to claim that one solution is better than another if the error of both solutions are less than 1e−8, all results are compared at the precision level of 1e−8. The total rank value of each algorithm in the CEC 2017 and CEC 2018 competitions is calculated as below:
Rank value = 28 i=1 rank i (by mean value) + 
E. Detailed Experimental Results of HECO-DE
The best, median, worst, mean, standard deviation and feasibility rate of the function values tested by HECO-DE on 10D, 30D, 50D and 100D are recorded in Table III-VI. • c is the number of violated constraints at the median solution: the sequence of three numbers indicate the number of violations (including inequality and equality) by more than 1.0, in the range [0.01, 1.0] and in the range [0.0001, 0.01] respectively. • v denotes the mean value of the violations of all constraints at the median solution. • SR is the feasibility rate of the solutions obtained in 25 runs. • vio denotes the mean constraint violation value of all the solutions of 25 runs. 
F. Detailed Ranking Results of Eight EAs
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